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Synonyms

  Week 2 Day 4: Week 2 Day 4: Cursive VocabCursive Vocab  influenceinfluence

Antonyms

Definition:

I/think/the////
superhero/will//
positively//////
/////////others.

Part of 
Speech:
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Week 2 Day 4: Angles and Place ValueWeek 2 Day 4: Angles and Place Value
Match the angles to their name
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Right
Angle

Straight
Angle

Acute
Angle

Octuse
Angle

Add 3 tens

Add 5 hundreds

Add 2 thousands

Add 1 one
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Week 2 Day 4: AlliterationWeek 2 Day 4: Alliteration
Alliteration is when a series
has words that mostly begin

with the same letter.
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Example:  When Wanda Whale washed her whisk
she wailed wildly on the wagon.

1.  The dancing (dog, deer) ducked with dignity under the (desk, daybed) dotted with dodos.

2.  Nancy is a ninja with nine (newts, narwhals) and nineteen (nails, neckties).

3.  Some ________ slither slowly through small scraps of _________.
   (animal)         (object)

4.  A big brown ________ busily bumped down the _______ banister.
    (animal)    (color or adjective) 

Write your own:

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________
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Week 2 Day 4: Make A ComicWeek 2 Day 4: Make A Comic
Tell the story of what happens when your animal is introduced to the zoo
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